
Spring Semester Test 2020 

Name ____________________________________________________ 
 
Fill in the blanks with the correct terms.  
 

1. News satisfies a basic human impulse called the ________________________________. (1 pt)  

2. A journalist’s first obligation is to the _______________. (1 pt) 

3. A journalist is not innately objective, but his/her ______________________ must be. (1 pt) 

4. List three ways the government uses Prior Restraint to censor the press: (3 pts)  

5. Summarize the First Amendment of the US Constitution. (3 pts) 

6. Summarize the Associated Press and AP Style. (3 pts)  

7. Explain what the Inverted Pyramid is, including how it should be labeled. (3 pts) 

 

8. Match the following terms with their definitions. (13 pts) 

a. Acta Diurna ______ Laws against “scandalous and malicious writing”  

b. Corantos ______ To seek out and publicize scandal about famous people 

c. Broadsheets ______ Sensationalized news with big headlines and pictures 

d. Alien & Sedition Acts______ Caesar’s Roman newspaper “Actions of the Day” 

e. Penny Press ______ Inconsequential entertainment news 

f. Wire Services ______ One cent newspapers in the 1830s 

g. Yellow Journalism ______ Prejudice/bias in favor of a cause or political party 

h. Hard news ______ 17th-century newspaper published in Holland 

i. Soft news ______ News that affects democracy 

j. Paywall ______ News-gathering organizations that shared stories 

k. Echo chamber ______ Early colonial single-sheet announcements/news 

l. Partisanship ______ Online news available by paid subscription only 

m. Muckraking ______ When a person only reads/watches news that confirms the  
 ideas they already believe; they do not want their 

ideas challenged by opposing ideas 
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9. The _________________________________________ is one of the oldest magazines in our 

country that’s still in publication. Many prominent American writers, such as Ernest Hemingway 

and F. Scott Fitzgerald, got their start by publishing their short stories in it. (1 pt)  

10. Describe the structure of a Feature Story. (3 pts) 

11. Two parts: Explain what mass customization is. Then explain the pros and cons of it. (6 pts) 

12. What is the digital divide? (3 pts) 

13. What do the three main types of editorials do? (3 pts) 

14. Two parts: First, what is fake news, according to the definitions I gave you? Second, why is 

fake news a growing problem? (6 pts) 

 

Before you copy/paste your stories into the document, let me know what you enjoyed about this year in 
English and what you learned. What was your favorite unit or book? What was utterly miserable? I’m 
always open to suggestions to make the class more enjoyable. I appreciate your thoughts :)  


